Digital footprint
and future potential

A MILLION PULSES RACING
If part of the magic attending a performance is the
sense of shared emotional experience, what could
it mean to make that emotional experience more
transparent? One possibility: a backdrop to the
orchestra of the collective brain of the audience
showing synapses firing as the symphony progresses.

ARTISTIC STATUS
An incredible number of people interact with the
Opera House as an architectural icon every day,
and seek to capture and personalise the landmark
(typically through a status update), in visual form.
One suggestion involves visitors building a virtual
Opera House with each tile being a digital image
of their experience. The possibility for the public
to take greater (digital) ownership of the building,
and to extend the ubiquitous update into a more
creative connection with Opera House is one to
explore further.

THE IMMERSIVE VISIT
What if the Opera House acted as augmented
reality tour guide to Sydney? Could visitors assume
the role of prima ballerina or orchestra conductor
in a virtual experience? Could visitors be given
archive content and digital tools to create their
fantasy performances?

EDGELESS EXPERIENCES
The performance no longer needs to start when the
audience are seated and the lights go down, nor
does it have to end when the last encore is played.
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